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BENEFITS
For Operator
• A complete end-to end offering across various public 

transportation services
• Real-time analysis & optimization of operations and services

• Maximum efficiency in public transport operations

• Customized ticketing, payment, route and multimedia services

• Ability to integrate and synchronize between services

• Highly adaptive and flexible solutions ideal for the ever-changing 
public transport environments 

• High passenger satisfaction from service and a higher level of 
passenger commitment 

Linking Technology and Transport 

Easy. Convenient. Safe. 

for Smarter Travel

About MER Group
Established in 1948, the MER Group maintains a diversified portfolio of over a dozen subsidiaries 
focusing on three main sectors – telecom, security and cleantech – while investing in other areas 
including satellite communications, biotechnology and materials science.  Publicly traded (TASE: 
CMER) since 1992,  MER Group has a substantial global footprint with approximately 40 offices 
around the world employing more than 1400 people. For more information visit www.mer-group.com

Mer Group, 5 Hatzoref St, Holon, Israel, Tel. +972-3-557-2555, info@mer-group.com www.mer-group.com

For Passengers
• A seamless and enhanced travel experience

• Flexible, convenient and seamless access across 
different modes of transport

• Multiple secured and reliable payment options

• Shorter routes and minimum connections

• A safer travel experience



THE TRAVELINK OFFERINGAN INDUSTRY IN MOTION
A major factor in modern public transportation is its 
constant evolution and continuous need to adapt to 
change. Globalization and urbanization, together with 
advances in technology, have created a whole new 
landscape for public transportation. 

The traditional passenger need to arrive from point A to 
point B has today become just one among a range of 
diverse needs. For commuters, getting to work is no 
longer just a matter of getting on a bus; they often need 
to combine between several modes of transport, are 
usually in a hurry, and need to be on time. New 
expectations for shorter routes, minimum connections, 
convenience, seamless access, safety and even for an enhanced travel experience have defined a whole new 
challenging set of requirements for public transport authorities (PTAs) and operators to comply with.  As such, players 
in the dynamic public transport arena today have become multi-service providers, required to not only provide more, 
but also to constantly adapt services and integrate and synchronize between them. Only in this way are they able to 
provide travelers with a holistic and high quality travel experience that would meet their diverse and dynamic 
expectations and eventually extend business outcomes. 

Ticketing Software Solutions
A complete software-based solution for the seamless and efficient operation and 
management of ticketing and validation process across diverse public transport modes 
and applications. 

On-Board Solutions
Driver’s Console - A stand-alone software-based point-of-sale solution for easy, 
convenient and rapid on-boarding. Integrating contactless smart card reader and a 
paper ticket printer, the solution provides multiple payment options as well as validation 
and loading capabilities. 

Personal Driver Smart Card - An accurate, reliable and secure reporting tool for optimized 
processing of payments received by drivers. This personalized RFID smart card keeps 
records of financial transactions during the driver’s shift and allows accurate comparison to actual cash received. 

Validation Unit - A stand-alone software-based passenger card validation device ideal for easy, convenient and rapid on-boarding. The device 
is integrated with a contactless smart card reader. 

Inspection Unit - A portable software-based multi-purpose handset unit for public transportation inspectors that displays the smart card’s 
stored data and passenger rights and also functions as a ticketing and smart card top-up device. 

Passenger Counter - A real-time counting system that provides the operator accurate passenger counting at any time. It enables constant 
analysis of the demands per route, and optimization of the travel schedules and routes accordingly.   

Wi-Fi Access - An on-board solution based on cellular access to provide free Wi-Fi service to passengers. Managed through a cloud 
monitoring and control system, the solution is Emark and Wi-Fi alliance standards certified. 

Multimedia Station - A personal audio station for distribution of multiple radio and music channels to the passengers on board. A USB interface 
for cellular charging is an integral component of this solution.

Off-Board Solutions
Ticket Vending and Card Loading Machines (TVM and CLM) - Software-based, user friendly, reliable and secure automatic self-service 
vending machines for the seamless issuing and top-up of tickets and travel rights to contactless smart cards. Available either for credit card 
only payments (CLM), or for both cash and credit card (TVM). 

Personalization Center - A PC-based service station equipped with a camera, printer and scanner for issuing personalized and authenticated 
passenger smart cards. 

Remote Solutions
Back Office - The back office software processes, manages and analyzes the operational and financial ticketing data for the efficient planning, 
development and deployment of transport operations. 

Remote SAM - For added security and greater convenience, the SAM is installed in a remote server and connects to vending machines, 
inspection units and the remote charging solution via embedded proprietary software.  

Remote Charging - The remote charging solution enables the secured remote charging of the passengers' smart cards without the hassle 
of installing a SAM (secure access module) in every reader, point of sale or PC.

Payment Solutions
Passenger Smart Card – A variety of secure and convenient passenger contactless 
smart cards in a range of memory sizes supporting short range RFID communication 
protocols as well as CALYPSO and MIFARE standards. 

Mobile Payment - A secure and convenient mobile payment solution for passengers 
using NFC supported mobiles. The solution is powered by the Mobile FinaGate solution 
from MER. 

TRAVELINK - DELIVERING AN ENHANCED 
TRAVELLING EXPERIENCE
The TraveLink solution by MER Group Telecom Division offers a comprehensive range of end-to-end software- and 
hardware-based ticketing and communication solutions for public transport. From ticketing software, on-board and 
off-board validation and payment solutions using mobile devices and smart cards, to full Wi-Fi access, a complete 
multimedia suite and remote solutions, TraveLink delivers an enriched traveling experience. For operators, it provides 
cross-system, accurate, real-time information for the management & analysis of operational & financial data. With 
TraveLink operators can constantly optimize operational efficiency and flexibly adapt to changing demands in order 
to maintain an on-going advantage.    
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